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Overview Statement 

The Downtown Aquarium, an underwater adventure in a sprawling complex with a state-of-the-

art aquarium.  This entertaining and dining complex, housing 500+ species of animals, boasts more 

than a million gallons of water. Along with the underwater exhibits, the aquarium has geographic 

exhibits, a full-service restaurant, an upscale bar, a fully equipped ballroom and shopping for 

guests. 

 

The most difficult and important part of this project was to keep clear of any falling debris in the 

tanks, animal exhibits, as well as, the public while work was being completed.  Staying in direct 

communication with all involved in this project, including employees of the Downtown Aquarium, 

was of importance, due to the project being an occupied facility at all times. 

 

Solutions of Special Projects 

Constructing of a metal stud and plastic “penthouse” over the work area was a must while the roof 

was open to the elements.  The team used the existing high parapet walls for support, a sub-

structure covered with plastic sheeting was created to enable workers access underneath while 

separating the interior from outside conditions. This allowed demolition and rebuilding to occur 

while protecting the building and the workers from the elements. 

 

A detailed phasing schedule was created in order to coordinate the sections of roof and structural 

members that were to be removed and replaced. This phasing schedule was used not only with the 

tradesman, but also with the Aquarium employees to coordinate the week’s activities with the daily 

and weekly operations of the Aquarium. It was critical to not obstruct the daily exhibits and overall 

business operations of the facility. Daily and weekly meetings were held to emphasize where and 

what the production goals of the day and week were. Careful coordination and deliberate 
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communication took place each day in order to keep the work flowing, the facility operating, and 

most importantly maintaining a safe environment for everyone – including the marine life. 

 

Protection on the underside of the roof – the ceiling above the exhibit tanks were erected to protect 

workers and debris from falling into the water. Scaffolding was set-up under each roof section that 

was being replaced. Plastic sheathing and plywood were added to the scaffolding in order to project 

tools and debris from falling into the tanks where the sea animals reside. Each time a structural 

member and roof section was replaced – the scaffold and protection system was moved and the 

entire process would start again. Detailed meetings were conducted in order to establish what 

would occur if something was dropped into a tank where the sea life lived. Jordy Construction had 

a direct line to a scuba diver who would be informed in case of any construction debris was dropped 

in the tank. In the unlikely event that a worker fell into the tank, there were safety measures put in 

place to extract the worker from the tank. 

 

Excellence in Project Execution and Management/Team Approach 

 

This project was a success due to the high level of partnering and collaboration that took place 

between Jordy Construction, our subcontractor base and Landry’s. Starting with the budget and 

scope identification, Jordy Construction worked alongside the engineers assisting with identifying 

the areas in need of replacement. This aided in the overall budget process – balancing scope and 

price. 

 

Daily coordination meetings were conducted with all subcontracting trades. This allowed for 

communication in real time to the Landry’s regarding schedule and phasing. Often times, very 

noisy and disruptive construction operations were conducted after hours – as to not disturb the 

business of the Aquarium. 

 

Daily safety meetings were held with all trades and Landry’s was kept abreast of all safety risks 

and measures. MEP subcontracting trades coordinated with demolition trades in order to line out 

the day’s activities. Constant communication was needed in order to execute the delicate and very 

selective demolition. Structural members were removed around active MEP systems and above 
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live animal exhibits. Communication and planning were critical to the success and the overall 

safety of the project. 

 

Construction innovations/State-of-the-Art Advancement 

 

The Aquarium Roof and Structural Repair was a classic example of good old fashion construction 

leadership, planning, coordination and communication. Jordy Construction set up the tools needed 

to lead, plan, and coordinate the work with our subcontractor base. The communication happened 

in real time as needed daily. Weekly meetings were established and strictly adhered too during the 

project. This job was planned over a two-year time period – with budget exercises spanning over 

three (3) years. Jordy Construction, along with our subcontractors constructed a realistic and 

buildable plan. Simplistic but effective ideas like utilizing engineered scaffolding to protect the 

open exhibit tanks from the underside made this job a success. The project goal was to safely and 

methodically execute the over construction phasing plan and schedule – watching for the slightest 

factors that could change or inhibit our communicated goals – weather – existing conditions – or 

a delayed inspection. This project came down to coordinated manpower – well thought out plans 

– and methodical execution. Real time communication and follow through of critical path items 

were the forging factors that held the job and its stakeholder together. 

 

Environmental/Safety 

 

Safety was always a first concern during the Downtown Aquarium, it played an essential role for 

all partners throughout construction.  Jordy Construction did not have a safety event of any kind 

during this project. Considering the aggressive nature of the demolition, along with the 

replacement of the structural members – while performing the work against the delicate back drop 

of the live exhibits – we are proud of our team for achieving a perfect safety record on the 

Aquarium. 

 

As a part of Jordy Construction’s safety program, we offer incentives to the construction team for 

providing smart safety suggestions.  This encourages the construction team to have a more 
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proactive approach to worksite safety and resulted in a greater buy-in safety incentive.  We had 

zero lost time and zero accidents for the duration of this project. 

 

 

Excellence in Client Service and/or Contribution to Community 

 

Client Testimonial: 

 

Thank you for the Great job your team completed on the Denver Aquarium - Roof Project. 

 

Your team was challenged with many unseen obstacles with the deteriorating roof system, exterior 

HVAC ducting and deteriorated wall system that extended over public area. 

 

Safety was a major concern in this area for both public and the Aquarium animals. Your team 

made this their number one concern.  They erected a scaffolding system connecting from the 

ceiling structural steel to maintain egress and a containment wall to keep debris from falling into 

walk paths and into the areas holding animals.  The job site remained clean enough that the 

majority of the guests never knew that work was being performed. 

 

Your team was able to ensure that safety of our animals and our guests were priority and finish 

on schedule. 

 

Thank you again for such a successful project. – Tony Phelps, Regional Facilities Manager for 

Fertitta Entertainment/Landry’s 
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